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INTRODUCTION'

Rationale and Objectives'

u

used

Sir

,1

Measurement is4en'application of mathematiscs that is

da y by most 4dultse Yet Ae treatment of measurement

74.

)'in elcimentary school'texts is often sterile and divorced from ,

the real world.- Children are rarely given the opportunity to

use non-standard units to mqasute anything We exciting than4 '

a picture in a textbook... All too often, they are intrbducd

to standard rulers as early as possible in:their schpol careers

an'd asked to measure numerous dine segments.on a wokksheet.

.Because the authors feel thAt' the standard textbook pre-

sentatict'gives rise/J-to man'y misconceptioris concerning the .

'nature of 1.rieat.measurdgent, an alternate methddilas been

devised intreucing initial measurement activities to

primatylgrade children. This bdoklet is a reco.rd of the de-

velopment of thits. Mèthod with a group of first graders.

Children have been "measuring" long before they enter

first grade; but most of their measuring has been.either direct ,

compa isons between Objects, distances, and weights, or indirect

ocamparisons through the use of their own bodies or stkength

(e.g., stating the width of a desk in terms of hand spans 6i

comparing the effort necessary to lift different objects).. All ,

that is lacking when they are measuring in this way is a unit

0

A

14



of neasure by' which fine gomparisons can be made--a unit of

me ure whiah.serves 'as a reference,/a standard in terms of

Which all sUbsequent measurements are performed.

Listed below are tbe basic ideas which we felt.were im7

portant for children to develop.during their work with linear'

.,measurement. These ideas do noedepend in any way on the

medsurement system used.

1. In order.to measute, there must be some unit of
measure.

2. Units of, measure are arbitrary.

3. A selected Unit of measure may become standard-
ized for the convenience of public use. (Thp
most widely ased unit of meaiure for small
distances is, the.centimetre.4_

4. After a uhit of,meAture has been selected fox a
given task, it should be used considtently through-
out the task, '(This may necessitate involvement
with multiples and fractions of the unit.)

The measurement.siduld be labeled to indicate
what unit has bedn used.

All actual measurements are apprOximate. 'The
degree of'accuracy depends on the,refinement of
the measurement tool and the skill with which the
tool is used.

7 The goal of measuring is to be as accurat as
possible--to find an "answer" that is close enough
for practical purpbses.

*The-authors have used the International.Standardsspelling of
the:various. metric units (e.g., "centimetre," 'metre") for the
Jollowing. reasons: First, thid is the spelli4g in international
use. Second, it is also the spelling which the Center for Metric
Education (Western Michigan Univerdity, Kalamazoo, Michigan) Oill
recomend to the Congress for offiCial adoption in the United
States. And, third; it was noted that the children seemed to
have less Oifficulty in spelling."-metre"--eperhaps b cause of its
similarity to "metrib"--than "-meter." For these asons, the
authors suggest that teachers use the "-metre" spe ling when
impAymenting the activities in this bookleto
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8. Many measurements of the same thing tend to produce
a clustering, ct measures and a range of reasonable .
results.

The atXthoxs decided to use the metkic system in thls

dev lopine t work for several reasons: (1) There is a growing

interest i the metric system in,the United States and a dis-

tinct possibility, at the time of thisyriting, thatthis

'country may "go metric".in the foreseeable future; (2) metric

Measures based on mult les of ten cOrrelate measurement work

with computational-work 'in the decimal: system and are more

eailly handled IDS, first grader6 th6n the mixed-baie sistem of

imperial (English) meaSures (see APpendix A); (3) many of the

new elementary school science progPrams expect children to use

metric me4urement; and (4) all children are able to start N

4

work on standard measures on an equal footing(aince.any advan- A

tage due to familiarity with imperial, units is eliminatedel.

Also,,before commencing their work, the authors estab-
.

lished as objectives the following six measurement skills:

1. The aidlity to use 6 unit of measure with reason-
able accuracy.

The ability to reco0 results of investigations
.in several forms:'
a. Number of units used, labeled with name

of unit.
,b. Charts and tables.
d. Graphs%

3. The ability to estimate with increasing accuracy.

4. The ability to ive. reasons to support estimates.

5. The ability to choose an appropriate instrument
for th,0 measuring task at hand.

The abllity to transfer learnings to the system
of ilipbrial measures.



6 By participating in activities.designed to aid:them in.

acquirpg the skills, mentioned above, and through group dis-
,

cussions following each activity, it was hoped that the chil-

dren would develop a basic understdnding of mensuratilm.

Organization of Activities" 4

The activities in this booklet are organized with the

following gerAral sequence-in mind:

1: Siie discrimination

2. Non;-Standaid uRits of Teasur

3. Standard units.of measuFement

The children were first presented with situations where

they had to ditfeieriLate between objects of different sizes.

Shis procedure was intended to provide them with experiences

in yarbalizing S'ize.diffeFences ("large than"/"smaller than").

It was also designed to ask.éss their ability to discriminate

objects by size. , A typical activity was to give each-child a

numberepf washers of different sizes to place in order.

The next series of activities provided the children with

experiences with non-standard,units of measurement. They first

measured a varietli`of things in their classroom (desks, chairs,

chalkboardse length and width of room, etc.) using body, units

(thesir hands, thei9 feet, etc.). The use of these non-standard

units gave them-experience in measuring, recording, a ex-

pressing the size Of things. It soon became apparent to the

children that it was not possible to Itlake exact comparisons of

their measurements of the same objects stnce their measuring

,
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.

instruments (e.g. ,*their feet) were .all different sizes,
---

his,?however,'providtd the basis for comparison of .4 differ-
0

jNat sort. For example, children became aware of ,the fact

a°
that if they all. miasured the width of the hall,-they could

predEct who would take the fewest steps (persolp with biggeit

feet),and who would take ttie most (person with Smallest,febt).,

After using non-staridard units, the children moved to

"standard non-standard" units, These were measuring itick

f uniform lengths made from cardboard. Four different

lerigths were used. There were no unit markings of any kind

. on them. The sti4s of different lengths ,can be designated

as "A-sticks," "B-sticks," "C-sticks," and so on, or by

painting,them different olors. With one class the authors

*used sticks of four 0.fferenN lengths--70,, 50, 30,. and 10

centimetres.. They.were desi4hated as and D-
.

sticks, respectively.

each of the stirs was

themselves.-

The children were not told how long

. 'This, they Idter discovered for

,

With a second group of students, the measuring sticks

were ipainted yellow, blue, and red and were 10, 40, arid -80

centimetres In length,' respectively. Again the children were

not told how lohg the:sticks were. 4

Both methods:of 4 signating the'sticks (by lettering

them or by painting them 4ifferent colors) woxIced equally

well t:o'distinguish sticks of different lengths. It was later

determined, howevel., that using sticks of 10, 20, 40, and 80



.e.

centimetres was espeqially convenie t since many students

-became involved in expressing fraction4 parts.

After:working with various non-standard units of meas-

urement, the children were gradually introduded to §tandard

metric units. The .first unit with which they worked was ,the

metre. An uhmarked metre sticR'vas given to each,child.

This stick contained no centimetre or millimetre markings.

The children,were'told that the stick was called a "metre.
1

tick" and that a'"metre" was a,unit widely used for-.measuring

jects anddistances. They were then piovided-with a Wide .

v riety of_experiences irLjasuring. .As experience' was gained,

mo e stress was.given hccuracy of measurement. The chil=

dre quickly realized that, althou4h they all measuied the

..same\things, different people often got different answers.

The easons for tlese differences and the waYs'inwhich the

child en became aware of their inaccuracy in meagkir ng are

discussed in the section entitled "Using Ca1ib4ated Matre Sticks."

.
After gaininb. experience.with the uhmarked metre stick,

the 'children were :liven a metre stick calibrated in'centi-

Metrest, Again a variety of activities was provided for the.

purpose of measuring objects-and distances.

Ta encourage them to think in terms of the various units of

measurement used

' asked ,to es:timateI.
actually measured

(non-standard and standard), the phildren were

the length of a given aimension before they

it. Thus, the feeling'for the size of a Metre

and/or a centimetre was gradually developed. At first, the

1

1
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estimates made.by the'children were. genertly not too accurate.

'It beettme apparent,'however, that as thAy gained experience

the accuracy of their estimates imprbired considerably.

e-
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SIZE,DISCRIMINATION

This initial series af activities'was designed to give -

,

the children experience in three skill areas: (1) Differen-*

tiating between the size! of ,pictured objeces, (2) verbalizing

the oh erved differences, and (3) ordering objects by si-ze.

Who tikes Ice Cream Cones?
\

A seFieb of five cards with drewings of ice cream cones

Of different sizes (see Figure 1) was used in this et of,

activities. In the actual development work, each 6one had

ice crearp/of a diflerent color. The' cards were shown tp the

Fig. 1--Size Discrimination Using
Drawing of Creat Cones

0

children two cards at a time. First, the largost ice cream

4eone andthe smallest ic cream cone were aired and displayed.

The children weria asked to choose the'con that they woUld

select if the cones were real. (The assutption was that they

would choose the card showing the large.s.6 ice cream cone.)

I



The first child who responded expressed a desire for he

,

smaller cone. When asked why, he replied:. "'Because I ].iJ4e

'raspberry better than lemon." (Apparently our affluent s ciety*

has produced some children who are swayed more,by taste p efer-

k.

ence than by, quantityl) When4he other children were as ed the,

same question, they all chose the-larger (lemon) cc:16, g ving

the reason that it was the larger of the two. Other co

\,

tions of ice creamccone pfctures'were then shown to the chil-
d

dren. Some discriminated-readily while otners had difficulty

at first, .Since the childienrwere in the first grade, some

problems were to be expected. (The chance that a child might

choose cooes by flavorrail.ler than by size can,be eliminated

by making all of the ice creamQ#1e, same color.)

When the combinations of twe'were exhausted, the children

oiere asked,-to place the ice cream cone cards in order by size.

Again, some could perform this task readily.while others en-

.countered-same difficulty.

Let's Play Ball

A series

ent size, was

of five cards, each picturing a ball of a differ-
.

presented to therchildren (see Figure 2) .. The

Fig. -Size Discrimination Using
Drawings of Balls

2
t
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;

children were asked to plaCe the cards in order by size of
11

11

, balls Having had experience with the ice cream done cards,

most children easily.accomplished t4is task. When the cards

were 'in order, a number of questions siMilar to the following

were asked: ."Whichball is 'smaller than.two other palls 'and
a.

larger than two other balls?'

..Tie Birthday Presents

A series of five cardF,showing.preEkents of different-,

sizes (see Figure 3) was used for those chldren who needed

additional practice. ,The children were expected first to
..,

.put them in order and then to:describe.each-present as being'
-

*

. zather larger or smaller than each of.the.Other presents.

,The same ,procedure vw followed with washers of different

sizes.

1:SaFtV.

4 _ (

Fig. 3--Size Discrimination Using
Drawings Of Presents

f'1!)117.611
MOWNIMIL

I'm Taller Than .

An interesting activity far the children was for them to

stand in a row and arrange themselves in order by height.

This afforded an opPortunity for gross comparison of size, a

precursor of measurement.
23
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It was necessary, first of all, for the children to de-
.

vise. a bethod-for ascertaining who waiotaltest, next tallest,,

and so on, so that,a'.descending orde± by heig)lt could be es-

406-hed. This method can be as simple as merely standing

back to back, two at a time; br the'children can .be encouraged .

to suggest a more elaborate means for/determining differences

in height. Once they are in order, they should be able to

describe their position in 'the line in a manner similar to the

.following: am taller than two others ar) 'shorty than four

others.". The point is 'that the children should be able .to see,

a. hierarchyand ,beable to describe the uniqueness- of each
4

position in that hierarchy.

Sticks of di'fferent.lengths were theri placed randomly. on
1

the floor to be put in order. Again, gross comparisons of

length-were needed. The children quickly found, by placing

side by side what they thought were the two longest sticks,

that they could determine the longer, one and correctly posi-

tion it in the sequence. In eneral, this procedure was fbl-
.

lowed until all stioks were in their proper order. Thus, they -

o
demonstrated in a simple way a systerhatic method of measuring:

. _

The children in.one class developed their own comparison

game using Cuisenaire rods which were available in the room.

One child Was chosen as the i!leader." Each of the other chil-

dren ha4 a setql..the ten different.Cuisenaire rods. The
ti, A

following bxCerpts from the anecdotal record of the authors

describe the 'game:.

. v-
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Ruth:, "I am thinking, of a rod that. is -bigger:than
four ['rods] and silialler thah five [rods] ."

[The, childteh looked at the rods' and picked up the
APPropriate one (the yellow roci)' p]

Dawn: "Which rod is smalle r. than three others and
bigger thah siA?"

.

[Again the children selected the appropriate rod
(the :black. one) . I .

Ann: "I am thinking of a rod that is-bigger than
eight aftd smaller than' two. ".

-

[The ohildien 18*oked at their: rods, picked up the blue
one, Put it dowh, picked up the 'brown rod,- put 'it
down, and then started re-couhting . ].

.

Daion: ."We t do 'it% Eight and two is ten, and
.the numbers are 9nly supposed to add up to
nine . It ' s one' of these two [holding up the
blue and brpwn rods] , but we can' t, tell which."

This activity was valuable in that the 'children .gained-.

experience in describing the relative positions of each' ra.

Beämuse children may havetmemorized the color-length isequence

of the duisenaire rSds , such rods would, not beappropriate

for the ,
stick acivity _described- oh the preeeding page.

T

4

t

1.
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NON-,-STANDARD UNITS,OF MEASUREMENT

Measuring with Your-Own Body
- .

fli order 'to Aemonttrate to the chilai'eri how .thdir.own
v

t bodies could be'used to. measure,a variety of things, a "Hands-

15

chart was, cionstruct4. from tri- (thtee-Layer card-

board) :(see Figure 4). *ng th 'chart, the-children were

Fig. 4--Hands Tall Chart

/
/ .

able to measuretheir heights in "hand's" and express those

heights. They were shown how the char,could be made by
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,\

placinga hand on the cardbovd and drawing,its outline

. 4.
enorh times so that:the total height of the 'stack" of

hands exceeded the height of the tallest child'in the group.

(The chart depicted in Figure 4 was made by tracing an

. adult's hand which waour inches wide. A child's hand

,

could be used as wend

While using the "Hands 'Tall" ohart, the childrell made

.some interesting discoveries. After two.boys had measured

themselves, they compared their heights. -One boy was 11

handsctAli\and the othpr was 12 hands tan.. They

thajthe taller boy was one hand taller than theshorter qy.

Occasionally, a fractionarpart of a hand was noted in

measuring someone's height. 'Foriexmale if a child's height
c-

was between 10-and. 11 hands: it could be expressed as 1,0 1/2

hands. It was,found that manir first grade children do this

spontaneoublysome with and some without an Understanding of

a fractional part of avhole. Anothdr way to handle this is

,-to express aluantity between 10 and 11 hands as "10 hands and
4

a little more," which the chil4Fen !suggested could be written
0

as.
v
".10+D. Given the 914,0tunity, children will create a number

of'sdch'notations 'for expressing lengths that happen to be "a

,little More than" or 'a little less than."

The Chiliren s',,own hands became their.first mea'suring

instruments. They were encouraged topeasure a wide variety

of objects in the toom chains, deliks, bookcases, etc.) uling

the width of their,hands as the tinit.of Measuremept.'
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1

succeeding sessions other 7body unis" were used to measure
d(

distances \objects in and outspe of the classroom. Feet

were 'used to measure the length and width of the room, while
a

lingers were used to measure small objects such as pencils,

pens, and books.
1

17

1 ;147hen the children were asked to use their feet to measure

something, such as the width of the ioom, the.answers from

child.to child were not the same. Attention should be focused

,

7,

Mealluring the width of the hail
using a body unit

0
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on these differences earlli irf the activity. The various

results of a.gixen measurement can be written on the chaik-

boar for the childien to. compare. The answers will almost

cert inly be discrepant.. The major cause is that their feet

are of different sizes. Of course, some of the differences

'could also be due to errors in measurement. At any rate, the

children should be encouraged to consider the possible rea-

sons for the observed variations. Some of the reasons given

by the children were as follows:

"Their answers are different because Becky put her
feet close and Kate didn't." [Error caused by
measuring technique.]

"There shouldlbe a difference because our feet are
ncip the same size."

[Sometimes the ,reasons were more-generalized.] "We

just goofed."

Following a discussion of reasons, it is a good idea to

ask: ."According to our measurements, who stpuld have the

biggeqt feet?" Children should understand that the person who

took the fewest steps must have the biggest feet and the per- (Th

son who took the greatest number of steps must have the small-Q

est feet. Some children readily see this inverse relationship

while others'd ot.

, A group of st ts was asked to measure the widths of

their desks using their hands as measuring instruments. The

results of their measurements (see Figilre'5) and excerpts from

the'ensuing discubdion follow:

1 29 \



Tesha 10 honc6 wide
Ro.9 9 honde wide
Kae. 5 ha nd5 wide

odd

IS kande wide,

wide.

Fig. 5-,-A Simple Table to Record the
of a Measurement

Teache "Why do you suppose tha't we have many
different results?"

Ragan: "Todd and Me have the same."

Harry: [Who was absent the day the measurements
were made.] "Some peoplehave bigger
hands anqsome have smaller hands."

Teacher: "Let's look at the results again. Kate
seems to have a much smaller number than
anyone elp.e. ,Why -do you suppose that is?".

Be'cky: "Maybe her hands is bigger."

Teacher: "Let's find out. Mark, will yod use your
'hand to find out if your hand is smaller
than Kate's, larger than Kate's, or about
the same?"

Mark: "Mine's bilgger."

Teacherl' "Kate, 4pur.hands-are smaller than Mark's,
but you reported that your desk was only.
five hands wide. Mark reported that his
desk was eight hands wide. Can we see how
you measurdd'your desk?"

Kate went to her desk and used her hands to measure

width--and the problem was solved. Instead of using t

19
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width of her, hand, Kate.Had used thb length from her wrist

to the tip of her middle finger.

Mark: "If I did it that way, my answefiwould.be
smaller, too."

Teaoher: "If someone had large hands, would he have
a larger number than you, Harry?" .

'Harry: "No,.it would be smaller."

-11

Measuring the width of a desk
using hand lengths

vo"

Vetch child also made a "hand-span tape" by marking off

on paper tape units, equal to the width of his hand with the

fingers spread. (The paper tape used was "teletypesetter"

tapo, obtained at no cost from a local newspaper office.) A

wide,varlity of objects and distances was then measured and

redorded. The wo'rksheet entitZpd "Measuring with the 10-Span

- Tape" (see Appendix B) indicates a few of the things that can
,

be measured in this way. \

3/



In a later. activity the children Wield cardboard sticks

ofiplifferent colors to measurera variety of objects (see

Several students decicred thatthey could measure

f ster and ore easily i; they marked off a piece of'paper

tap "ye low stick lengths (i.e., in 10-,cenUmetre

lengths).

-s

Some used sticks of other colors. All of the

Markipg off a paper tape in
"yellow-Pstick lengths"

children made their tapes longer than the original 10-span

tape, enabling them to measure longer distances more

convenientiy. .

Estiniation and Accuracy

Xs soon as the children hasi gained some experience in

measuring with non-stapdardunits (fingers, feet, hand spans,

.otetc.),fhey were aske4 to begin estimating the various dimen-

sions before actually measuring,them.' A typical activity of

this type could be initiated by posing the following question:
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"If I measured the length of the room with my feet, how many

'steps' would it takeito reach fram one end of the room to

theother?" The children should firs establ'sh that the

teacher,.because he his largertfeet, would take fewer steps'
-7

than a child.

This procedure was followed with one group of children

who had reported measurements for the, length of the room rang-

ing .from 42 to 55 ok their own feet. When asked to guess how

many of the teacher's feeeit would take to span the ralom,

some children thought that it would take 21 while the rest

guessed 22. As the teacher stepped off the distance, the chil-

dren counted, finding the length of the room to be 27 "steps.",

These initial estimates were reasonably close. As the children

gained experiende in estimating distances, their accuracy

imprqved markedly--;both in estimation and in measurement.

There seems.to be merit in having children estimate a

diiance before making a measurement of it. Before long they

start to use previmls measurements as a basis for making suc-

eeding estimates. PracMce in estimating .the magnitude of a

cmenidon tends to eliminate the implausible estimates that

some children make early in their measurement activities.

) A game of estimation (Estim ) is described in Appendix C.

This stame can be introduced when the teacher.feels that the

children have had sufficierre experience measuring with the

metric system.
\

Another technique

ing skill and accuracY

1

that seemed to be effective In improv-
,

in measurement was to have the children
kba

33
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compare independent measurements of the same things. In this

'way, errors in their measurements were aired and.corrected by

the group. Figure 6 presents a table showing measurements
Is

made by five children of five different objects. The desk,

chair, and table were measured with their hands.- The room

(length) and hall (width) were measured with their

4,

Desk Chair Table Room Hal I

Nclincy I 7 ,30 4114 , lb

Brendan q 22 40 14

Michele
,

20 55 I q

Wendy 1,1 I I 1 3 143 17

Todd II 22
,

Fig. 6--Comparativil Measurements Made
with Hands and Feet

Obvious discrepancies in their results c4nte noted by
4

inspecting the table. The following dialogue ensued regard-

ing these measurements:

Teacher: "Let's look at your measurements Of the desk.
Illat is the largest number of hahds that any-
dff5 found fpr the width of the desk?

,4
Wendy: "Nancy and me got eleven."

34 4
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. Teacher: "Who found the smallest number of hands for
the"width of the desk?".

.,Michele: "I did. I got seven."

Teavher: "Do you think all of these answers are correct?"

Michele:

Michele:

"Yes."
0

"Why do you think.they are all correct, Michele?"

d''"Because our hands are (Afferent [sizes]."
[Although this is true, it does not account
for the nearly 60% difference between the
largest and smallest measurements.]

Teacher: "Could ydu tell whose hand is biggest and whose
hand is smallest from these answers?"

Rirchele: "Wendy's and Nancy's are the biggest."

Teacher: "Would you say that the person who'had the
largest answer has the biggest hands?"

Michele: "Yes." [She has not assimilated the inverse
relatidnghip at this point, viz., the bigger
the hand,')the mnaller the number of hands
needed to measu4e a given distance.]

Teacher: "What do the res't of you think?"'

[Uncertain response from other's.]
,r

2eacher: "My Illand is bigger than any of yours. If I,
measured the width of the' desk, would I get
more hands than any of you?"

Michele: "Nol" [She has, of course, -contradicted
herself.]

Teacher: ,"If I measured the desk, how many hands do
you think it would be?"

"A smaller number." [She seems to understand
the invelse relationship.]

'Wendy:

'Teacher: "Fram that answer, whose hand do you think is
:biggest?"

Micheier "Wendy's and Nancy's."' qthe is still not clear.]

[At this po,intdd wal shakingis hea

HI
.



Todd: "I think Michele's hand is biggest:" (The
table indicates this to be true, even though
in reality her ,hand was not the biggest.I

_

Wendy: "Yes, Michele, because it's a lefs [smaller]
number."

[Both Todd and Wendy had made a valid interpretation
of the information presented in the table. However,
the accurhcy of the table information' had not yet been
established.]

During the discussion--which continued for some time--

the students compared their hands and found them to be almost

identical in size. Ptom this information they quickly real-

ized that there were errors in their measurements. A re-

measurement confirmed that errors were indeed present. Th4

psults of the measurement of the other things were also com-

pared and evaluated by the students. Several errors were

found and corrected. Thus, interpretation of data, validation

of measurements, and correction of errors were all accomplished

through this discussion.

Using Standard Non-Standard
Measuring Instruments

Bach child was provided wi-th some narrow strips of tri-

wall that bad been cut to standard lengths og J,.Q 20, 40, and

80 clitimetres. The children were not aw re of hos long the

sticks were, Figure 7 on the following p e depicts the rela=

tive lengths of the sticks that each child received. In the

.actual development work, to make identification easier when

measurements were being discussed, the sticks were painted
Ak

the colors indicated in the parentheses.
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(6re-en)
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A.AN I1 A A Ak A A

Fig. 7--Cardboa* Measuring Sticks

The children were given a variety of opportunities to

measure many. thingi with the different measuring sticks.

They were asked, for example,,to estimate the width of their

clasSroom and then meaiure it with one of the cardboard in-

struments to see how .close their estimates were. Their

results are showil in Figure 8.

E s+ i rnafes Miceuremen-fs

! 7Todcl 12
I

,Ka-fe 24 214

Tde ha 1.10 2Di
Ragan H 12.

. ,
17

Harry 20 20
Becky 142 I 6

20_ 17_Mark
Theroom wags oc+uolly I7i blue shc..kb wide\

Fig. -Room Width in Blue-
Stickliengths

P;, ,3

k,

1

1

1



A can be seen, most (but not all) estimates were plau-

sible, and some measurements were very close to the actual

width of the room. As the children gained more experience in

estimating and in measuring, they became, increasingly more

proficient at both.
...... ...'

A similar activity involved using a variety of measuring

instruments to determine the width of the hall. The results

of the children''s measurements are presented in Figure 9.

How Wide is +he Ha11 ?

27

.

Yel low
S.fickts

BI ue
Sticks

Red
Sticks

.

-Fee+

,

Hands

Becky 311 5
I

4g

Harry. . 30-k , q 6 15

Kate 27i 7k 5 15 i'-'"` Z 7

Mar k . i 34
,

150 46

Rapti 32. 9 6 \ 17 22
,

Te5ha 29 q 20 ,

Tocki 25 cii. 5 I 6\
Actual 29

rig. 9--Hall Widths in
Non-Standaid Units

p.



There. is. a great:deal'of-Agreement in the measurements Ae-
/-

pidted; how0er,.some discrepancies.caused by canelessness

are aiso., yident'. 1 For example, in the "Yellow Sticks" col-
4 . .

umn, th measurements ranged from 25 to 34 -units. The mag-

nitUde.oNitas variation suggests carelessness of some sort

during the measuring process.

Two de should be noted with respect to the measure-
,'

ments in xgure 9. First, some of the children began t

exprese.t eiro measurements using fractions, for example,

Ar

'7 1/2. They were not encouraged to do this., but neither were

they discouraged. Although this use of ft-actions was.unantic-
,

ipated, it was noticed that the children seemed to,gain a

tather sophisticated understanding"of ale meaning of a frac-

tiOn as this series of aótivities progresied.

Second, the children were aware that all of their aeas-

urements with the yellow sticks should be the same, just as

.
,

all of their measurements with the blue Sticks or the red

I

sticks should.b4rthe same. When askeeWhy,their measutements

with-a stick of a given color were not the same, they'replied:
° . .

"Some of us goofed." At the same time, they'were aware that

the measurements with their hands or feet'should be different

sinqee these appendages differed in size from child tochild;

Because there were some discrepancies in their measure-

ments with the yellow, blue, and red sticks:the children were,
;

asked how they could determine what the width of the hall_
"

actually was: A large nuMber of, the colored sticks Are made
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tr.

Available. -Ohe child suggested taking' enough of the yellow
4.

,

sticks'to lay them end,to'2end ecross the-hall. Theh.the-
,

,

numberof kticks Could,be counted to escertain the correct

'width. lThiswas dorie'first with the yellow-sticks, then

wi`tla the blue sticksl_and 'finally with the red sticks.

.
,

-1!

'

'29

,

Measuring the width of a hall
using yellow -sticks

,

The length of the hall-was investigated next. In tym

activity, the children were abked first to estimate the length

and then to measUre it.

usèd with this activity

The ,sheet on page 30 (figure 10) was

and presentS the estimates and Measure-

ments made. It Was Aoted that' .some children,pre'ferrpd to

° measure first and then estiMatel This seems to reflect, at

'least in part, the notion held by many children that it is bad.

tO- make a migtake. An attempt should bei made to dispel this

fear by encouraging 'the chil4ren to use their prior experience's
,

e

with measuring tC, make reasonable e'stimates.

')

a

4

C. ;
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*Child did not comp1 e enotivity.

Fig. 10--Hall Lengths in, Non-Standard Units
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Guess What Describing

31

A simple game was devised to provide further experiences

in estimating. It is played by hying one child look around

the room and choose an object. He then gives his estimate of

one or more of its dimensions in terms of any of the non-

standard units he has used, in a manner similar to the follow-

Ang: "I'm thinking of something that is two blue sticks longc"
6

or "I am thinking of an objebt that is one red stick high and

ten hands wide." From the dimensions given, other children

must try to determine what is-being described.
;

piterest and excitement were generated by this
tiO k "

Considerable

game.
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MEASURING WITH STANDARD UNITS.,

Using Uncalibrated MetreSticks

The children were asked to Measure the distance bet4een

two yellow.lines painted on rhe playground blacktop using

uncalibrated metre sticks. Although chalk was avai.lable to
4

them, their initial decision was to use a.pencil to mark the

position of(the end of the metre. stick. .For most of them,

this "marking" was carried

out in a rather crude fashion.

Scott did not use his pencil

to make a mark at the end bf

the stick. Instead, he Placed 4

Fig, 11--Scott's Method
the pencil on the ground at

the end offthb stick as shown in'Figure Next, he picked

up the metre stick and placed it on the other side of the

pencil. This process was repeated until trfe distance was

Fig. 12--Paul's. Method

Moved the stick,1 Paul'attempted to compensate for the width

of the pencil by placipg it asSshown in Figure 12. Only

completely spanned. ScoW

method failed to taie into

account the width of the pen-

cil. Furthermore, the wind

rolled the pencil forward a

few centimetresceach time he

A



Mary used the point of the pencil to make a mark On the black-

toeto indicate the end of the metre stick.

The range of results reported for the first measurement

was 17 1/2 metres to 25 metres. During'the comparison of

these tesults, Jane attempted t exp ain the observed discrep-

ancies by suggesting that the units us d were not of the same

size. (This explanation was probably'based on her prior expe-

rience with non-standard units where the units--for example, -

feet--actually were of different sizes.) However, Paul demon-
.

strated that' the metre sticks 'were thesame"length by placing

two of them together.

The children then decided to pair up and remeasure. This

time they,asked for chalk to mark the end of the metre stick.

Halfway down the blacktop Jane lost count and wanted to go

back to the beginning to start again, 'but her partner Mary

said,,"It doesn't matter; you can just 'count the marks when

you're through." The remeasuring produced a range of 17 1/2

metres to 18 metres--a result with which the children were

satisfied.

Usipg the Trundle Wheel

After measuring the distance between the two yellow lines,

the children were asked to use their metre sticks to meagure

the width of the blacktop. They paired themselves up to per-

form this task. Paul and Scott reported a measurement of

18 1/2 metres, Jape and Mary 'raported a measurement of.18,1/4

metres.' Jane offered the following explanation fcir this



4iscrepancy: "It's awful hard to keep straight when you have
%*

to measure ,soMikthing long. Mary and me measured right on top

fttuklellow line so.,,we could be sure."

Whpn the childreft were asked to measure the samedistance

th a/trundle wheel, Jane was not at all cOn inced that they

would come up with the same 'measure. Paul pic ed up the wheel

Measuringwith a. trundle wheel.

and pushed it along the entire length of a metre stick. "Look,"

he said, "one turn is the same as a metre stiOc." In spite of

tbis, Paul and Scott reported th*ir first measdrement as 19 1/2
0

metres. When this:,.report was challenged in view of their prior

measurement with the metre stick, they remeasured. This time

they employed the technique of Using one of the yellow lines

to be sure that,they measured along a straight line. The

16
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result of plisi measurement was reported to be "11 full turns

and about/a half a turn more."

Using Carated Melk Sticks

Ne t, the children were introduced to a calibrated metre

sticisp alld giVen the.task of measuripg the objects pictured on

a workiheet similar to the one included as Appendix D. They41 4
were aSked to efitimate the length of each object and recoid

these estimates before making their measurements. The esti-

mates made at first were generally not very close to the actual .

measure; but, as the session proceeded and as the children

gained'more experience using centimetres their estimates be-

came much more reasonable--the errori ranging from 0 to 23% of

'the actual lengths.'

During ttle nepct_session, the children were presentvl with

a summary chart of their measures (see Figure 13), ang they

discussed this chart with some insight. They recognized the

dibcrepancies and offered the following hypotheses in explanation:

"Maybe we didn't all measure'the same hammer." [True.] 4

"1 measured a longer handsaw than Eric." [True..]

"1 bet she wrote them down backwards [in the wrong place]."
"[Referring to Jane's reported measures for short and long
screwdrivers.]

Another explanation for certain discrepancies was suggested

when it was brought out *that Paul apd Eric had employed slightly

different methOds of rounding off their measurements. While Paul

had stated that the length of the short crewdriver vas "a 1itt1

more than 8 ceptimetrgs," Eric insisted that it was "a little le s

than 9 centimetres."

17
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, E ric. Po u Scoff Jane 1 a ry

Ctime
screwdriver / 25 9 20/ 24)

Screwdriver 26 261 24? ' q 26\
A-tici 70, 70

,

3p 70 . 70

.15-5fick 30 30 * so 30

, p7 7)3 55 72. 7 1

33 33,
, 0

,

,
Hammer

Oil -
.wile

, Cespin9 Saw

'fr

147 1-41 Li: L3ff

Go!

.

31 , * ,

.
41

T.iir%

11
Ruler

6 i 6 I

205

,

200 205 205
' t

205
11 II

-Table
III

*
Child did not complete activity.

4 Fig. ummary Chart Of Len4ths
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Interestingly

that he reported for the
4

"I measured it. It took

when Paul was questioned about the measure
1

table (200 centimetres), he replied:

two metre sticks, that's 200, and

.there was just about an inch [111] left over."

.There was much discussion about the range of measures for

the coping saw. The children decided that the sipread of 7.

centimetres was just too large to be caused by anything but

careless error. After insisting on and completing remeasare-

ment, they came to a consensus that the actual length Naas

'somewhere between 42 and 43 centime res.

Measuring lengths

The children were next given a worksheet similar to-the
i

one includecLas Appenaix E and were asked to makeestimates of

height, record them, and then measure the objects pictured.

In working with height, the children s estimate$ assumed the
0



same pattern that had been evident in the pl'evious activities

with length.. Their first estimates tended to bear little re-
,

lationship to the reported measures, but the, percentage of

error dropped markedly during the course of their work.

4

Measuring heights

During the second'sessionvotd to this activity, the

Ihildren looked at the summary, chart of their.measuremeOts

(lee Figure 14 on page 41) and discussed it at length:

Paul: ,nley, we got better!" [When pressed for an
, explanation, he went on.] "Well, on the table

and on #he wood box we all got the same, and
we'mostly got thesame on the trash barrel."
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1

Mary: (After remeasuringCthe traqh barrel.] I got

89 this time. I don't knOw'how I got 81 last
time. Paul got a Aifferent,one on the set of

tool drawers. How come?"

Eric: "We all got 28 and Paul got 29. That only

this much." (He indicated aoime-centi etre
span on the metre stick.) "i'ou could look at
it wrong and miss 4lat much."

Eric: (Commenting on the l6-centixn tre range of

measures fot the shplVes.] You couldn't
Imike that much of a mistake by just looking
at it wrong. Somebody really goofed."

..Mary: (Defensively.] "It's hard measuring something
that tall. The metre stick can slip down real
easy."

. Jane: "We did better dn the door. There's only this
Mich difference." (Indicating a little less
than a 4-centimetre span on the metre stick.]

The activities.above proved extremely useful in encour-

aging childran,to look.for discrepant'data and in helping

them to think setiouslir.about the need for accuracy in meas-
.

%

urement. Through these experiences the children came to

accept a clustering of:measurement results, although at the

Same time theybecame'increasingly. insisient that the range

of these resUlts b6 a Small one.

After measuring t#e height of a door, another group of

children reported meastires' ranging from 203 to 205 centi-
.

metres. The followings discussion then arose:

Teacher: "Is tliis a reasonable railge!
S.

.

Children: "Yes."

, Teacher: "Are:the measures acdura enqugh?",.

Kara: "Doesn't it depend on what you wint to
do With them?"
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Teacher:

Kara:

"What do you mean?"

"Well,'if I. just wanted to find out whether
or not I could get iamething tall through
the door--like those shelves-7.--it might be,
good enough, but if Mr. Salz was ordering 1

a new 'door, he'd have to really'know how
I. tall the door is arid the kange would be

too big then."

Measuring the Body:in Centimetres

The actiV4.ties described below were introduced by ask-,

ing the hildreri\to.find a way to measur6 the distance around

the teache s head. \They began ,by using a series of metre

sticks, pla ing one aglAinst the side of the head and starting

a second a the int whEire, because of the curvature, the
-

first stick longdi)touchad the head. Continuing in this

manner, the ckldren managed to work their way completaly

around the circumference. However, they became.st engrossed

in the mechanics of theii protedure that they lbst track of

the various small measures nd were not able to determine the
(

total distance sought. In looking fox another way to solve

this problem .Eric' came up with the idea of wrapping a strip ,

of tape around the head, and paul suggested that the length

of the tape could then be found by measuring it with a metre

stick.

Once the above task.had been accoMplishad-, the children

were given a copy of the worksheet "All About Me" (see Appen- ,

dix F). The rest of' the session was then spent working on

this sheet. Although some of the measurements could be made

IndividuallyIrmany of'them necessitated.peer cooperation.

11.

t.%
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Two sesiffioriS weve revired to enable'i.he'ailldren to

making their meaebrements. At the end of the second

.:......_

(.

finisk

session,

Taking measurements of body parts

the children were asked to perform two additional tasks:

First, they were asked,to make a tape just as long as they

were-tall and second, they were asked Tc) record on a'summaky

chart certain selected body meatrements.' These tasks.were

1

. .

designed to prePare materials to be used in subsequent activ-
,-

.ities (see bel ).

011k

GraRhing :Measurements
4

The children-began. this adtivity by naking dertain that

their height tapes accurately reflected the actual order of

ther heightd. To determine this, they

to shortest. Two errors were found and

proceeded further.

lined up from tallese

corrected before they.

I.
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The task w s ttion posed. :t f3,nd, .N wtiy9.:to communA.cate their

r . etb,
0

. t

1
results to thei'i classTates'., Someone-suggested that the- tapes'be ..

pasted On.a large shee:t-of paper, Maiy objected;.-saying the tqpes-
,

:.: - -7 ::
\sh uld be colored.-so.that they might be..seen more eaSily. .Scott.

'sug ested'using colored4trips withigummed.Vacks.. Mary argued that
. ilk

the 50-centiMetre strips-availabIe were not long enough,_:but Scott

4

.

proposed that each person use more.than one and overlaP them:

It wa inally decided to record the measu1ethent6 on g large

/sheet-of centimetre graph paper. Also, each child was to choose a

, gummed strip of different color to represent.himself, Af-ker the

axes.Of the ph had been drawn calibrated, the en oi each

height tape walaid on the base line and its length marked off on

,the vertitai axis. Colored strips of appropriate lengths were

ten'paStialontd the graph. The childreX.hejnselves suggested that
,

c

the stx0..' be Mounted in drder of height.
. 41

I . ..' a .

Th'e teacher then asked, 141ow"tall would you be if you were,. just'

h) rif'as t
e

all as you are now?" ,Many different weys of finding out /

44

were sUggested and tried. Eric, after Muth thought, *came up'with
. A N, 44

*the idea of folding his height tape in half. The children vete un-
4p

d'sure about who wou14464be tallest if they were all half size, so they

checked by.Eric'S)!Itethod. They then asited if they could graph these

. sesults: M.0ing record of quart size tapes was aiso suggested.

The-graph made during these activities is shown in Figure 15. The

children commented ori this graph at some length and insisted that

Scott remeasuie and correct his errors in tilb one-half and one-fourth

Aize tapei. It was Scott_who'suggestd the title for the graPh.

-4

t

\,/
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The constructiot o'f one-eighth size graihs of selected.

body measurements wis then initiatd. First, each child was

4'4 given a copy, of the summary chart appearing in Figure 16.

6

Our Mecieu'r"-erilen-i-5 in Cenfirne+res
--Hei9b+ Wa4. Chee+ Hei;:icl Nock Wrie+ °'

Eric: 151 61i 4 I 26 13

dans 120

..):

b2.. . 59-11.? 52 27 I L.

Mary 1 14 145 6,0 I 1

Pau]
r

-57 -6 6 54*. 50 lak

.
-Scoff 1 n 56 6 5 55 2q 15_

Fig. 16--Summary of Sej.pcted) ,
Body \leasurepknts ,

. 0
. 4.- q c

y 0 . .. j u
. Next, the childr edn were askelfothey would like to make indi

I, 4 . ..
. * *** h

..

,vidual. grSphs of their ,own body l'ne4surements. ..They indiOated

4

that they would. 'The

bevTade without using

teacher t4en.asked how, such. graphs.-c9uld

large Sheets of graphsptaper. 'Jane sug-

gested that .they just fold their tapes &Jain and make- chartS .

"half.oegUarter size." The children agreed Xhat oneeighth .

scale graphs would be a good solutioff and ?roceeded to make

them. During this act4vity, the children compared graphs and

'asked each other many kluestions,

discussion follows:

brief excerpt of their

Eric: "Look, my waist is just about half my height.
Is that itrue for everyone?"

Jane :. "My wrist is half my neck. Does anTohe else .
have that?"



Mary: "I guess height doesn't matter.
but Jane has the biggest waist.
have the biggest heads; Paul's
he's not the biggest all over.
but I'm not smallest all oVer."

4

Paul's tallest,
Eric and Scott
tallest, but
I'm shortest,

After their discussion was concluded, 4 check was made

for "reversibility," that is, the ability of the children'to

construct a full-size tape from a quarter-size tape. The

children were shown'a piece of tape and were told that it rep-

resented a quarter-size tape of a little girl. They were

asked if they could think df a way to find out how tall the

little girl4eally was. Mary suggested an easy way: Phe laid

the quarter-size tape on a Leng stlp of blanktape and marked

it off four times. Upon completing her work, she p-roudly held

up the full-size tape.

The children then took the corrected "Shrinking People"

graph into the classroom to explain it to their classmates.

Examples of the.ir explanations follow:

PauZ: "This shows us all full size, and'this is'half
size, and this is how tall we would be if we
were quarter size. :I'm 136 centimetres tall
full size and 68 centimetres half size, and,
34 centimetres quarter size."

, Scott: "That says 'The thrinking People.' We are
really this 'bize, but we shrunk to half lize *
first and then to quarter sOze. We did Vile-
eighth size too, but that'S in our desks."

"You can tell who is who by using the colors.
Paul has oranger I have purple, Scott has blue,
Jane is yellow, and Mary is green."

"14Wre different sizes here [indicating full
size], and we'kie'still different here [half
size] and here [quarter size]. Paul's tallest
in all of them, and I'm the smallest."

, 41

Eric:

Mary:

58
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Whe4the classroom teacher told Mary that she and Jane

looked th0 same in quarter size Mary responded, Ne'r

really nOt,"but there wasn't much difference full siie, so

when we silrank you can't see it sci good,"
,

Introducing Perimeter

'I. The following lexperiences were designed ,as an introd4c-
,

tion to the idea of'perimeter. Provision was made on a work-

sheet (see Appendix d) for recording length, width, and per-

imeter, but no stress was laid on trying to have the children

discover'the relationship between these quantities.

The children devised a method in which tape was used to

find the perimeter of an object or a drawing. Sides were

measured one at a time and laid off on a'strip'of tape.' When

all four sides had been laid off, the'children measured the
%

length of the tape to arrive at the perimeter. Two of them

became aware that they could find the answer by adding, but

were unable (as first graders) to handle the computation

necessary..

In another activity, the children measured the perimeter

of a room which had an irregular shape. Appendix'H contains

, the worksheet used ih implementing this activity.

59
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CONCLUDING REMARiS

The authors do not consider this booklet to constitute

a cOmplete or exhaustive treatment of linear measurement.

Rather, they view the ideas it contains as a beginning. It

is hoped th Aat the activities scussed will stimulate you

to create Additional activities of your own. .

Above all, it is recommended that you.do not push your-

students through a single, narrow sequence of experiences.,
k.

They should be given time to consider.ideas, go bff on tan-

gents, discuss their redults, try their own adap,tations,

consider a1teiTãtives, ..and . . . think.

A brief excur ion into mass measurement has also been.

writteh: It is entitled "An Introduction to Mass Measurement
a

with the Metric System",and will be available in a "sampler"

to be published by the Project,on Elementary School Mathematics

and Science. The materiAls-it contains are appropriate for

the latter part of the first grade and for the second or
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, Background Information

on the Metric System
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Every major-country in the world ,is either required by

Tlaw'or permitted for convenience to use the metric system of

weights and meas4res. Although the United States ordinarily

-does not use the,metric system, except for scientific purposes,

the metre and the-kilogram are employed asl important standards

even in this country. The metre is the standard unit'for

lengthl and, from an exact comparison with this standard, the

United State-i derives its standard yard which is defined as

0.9144 metres

The metric system was introduced by the French in 17 0,

during the French Revolution. It was part of the plan to s

afresh the whole social and economic life of the French'with-

out any ties to the past. The metre, the EtndaMental unit of

lengthl was originally' intended to be one,tenmillionth of the

?distance between the North Pole'and the equator as measured,

along the meridihn which passes through Paris. But, in,the

eighteenth ceniury, instruments kgere not as accurate as theY

are today, and somewhere an error was made in measurement. By

the time scientists discovered this mist*, the length of the

metre wad so well established that it was decided to keep it

as originally determined.
_

Because of the more precise measurements that are possible

today, a new standard for the official length of the mette was

set in 1960. ,This Apandard, whibh is used primarily by ,scieri-

tists,' defines thee 'metre as'14650,763.73 wavelengths of the

41
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orange-red light given off bY Krypton i36--a rare gas found

in the atmosphere. But people other than scientists still

continue to think of the metre as being equivalent,to 39.37

inches.

The metric system devised by the French spread rapidly

throughout-Europe and to the colonies of most European na-

tions, although France itself did not adopt the bystem offi-,

cially ijntil 1830. At that time, however, Br,itain and'the

United States were satisfied with the system of imperial

. units (j.nches, feet, pounds, quarts, etc.) which they were

already using and felt no need to change., In 1866 the United

States Congress made. the use cd the metric system legal in

situations where it was more convenient, but the system has

never come into general use in this country. Britain, how-
.

ever, has begun the process of converting to the metric system

4
and will be totally metric by 1975. Pressure is currently

being brought to.bear on our government to make a similar con-

version, and it appears that such a conversion will be made

in the near future. ,

One thing that makes the metric system simpler to Ilse ithan

the imperial syptem is that-it is a decimal systeM--a system

based on multiples of ten. Unlike the imperial system, in

which.every'unit of length has a separate name that gives no

clue to its value, the name of each unit in the metric system

indicates. its magnitude. There are six major prefixes that can .

be attached to any of the units,'and each of these prefixes

64 1
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denotes a number.(see Figure 17 below). qbe prefixes for the&
1.

fractional parts of the units come from Latin, while the pre-

fixes foe the multiples of the units come from Greek. Any of

these prefixes attached to "-metre" tells you e actly what -

the value is; for example,1 a centimetre is one _undredth of'a

metre. For the purposes of this booklet, only the oent.P- pre-

fix has been stressed.

RI*

mi_ili- oneithousandth - 1/1000

centi- one hundredth 1/100

deci7 = one ,tenth = .1/10

,

deca- ten = 10

hecto- . one -hundred = 100 ,

,

kilo- = one thousand' = 1000

Fig. 77-Some Prefixes Used in
the Metric System

Another advantage of the metric system is that simple

relationships exist between the various types of measurement,

i.e.,'length, capacity, and mass. Specifically, a cube with

0

\ a side 10 centimetres in length has a,capacity of 1 litre;

and the mass of 1 litre of water at a barometer reading of

760 mm of mercury and a temperature of 40 centigrade is

1 kilogram.

In countrlies where the metric system s been adopted,

the metre is employed for measuring all ki ds of dry goods

and materiald, for bUilding and engineering, and for any

65



purpo0 whertthe yard or ipOt might be lased in the United

'States. In.measUring longer distances than can be conven7

ientl measured with. metres, the kilometre is utilized

inst ad of the mile. CentimetreS and millimetres are used

inst,èad of inches in constructing machinery, in making fur- `

ni,(ire, and in measuring book, paper, and film,sizes.

Area,is calculated by'MUI-tiplying length by.width.

ereas the imperial system would use square yards and

quare inChes, the metric system.employs square metres &id

square centimetres.
0

In measuring volume, or what a space will hold, the

appropriate metric.unit is the cubic metre% This unit is

used for reckon±ng the tonnage of ships and the contents of

tanks or reservoirs, for measuring timber, and for calcu-

lating fill for land.. The cubic centimetre (cc) is a unit

of volume utilized by doctors. and pharmacists.

The Ronversion table below (see Figure 18). is included

for the information of the teacher only. The activities in

Ais booklet make exclusive use of ihe metric system with no

,

Units of Length

*
Imperial,to Metric Metric to ImPerial '

inch = 25.4 millimetres (mm)
1 inch = 2.54 centimetres (am)
1 *loot = 0.3048 metres (m)
1 yard = 0.9144 metres
1 ni le m1'1,609.347 metires .

1 ile = 1.6093 kilomdtres (km)

1 millimetre = 0.03937 inchds
1 oentimetre = 0.3937 inc s

1 metre = 39.37 inches
1 kilometre = '0.62137 tail s ,

.

.

4

Fig. 8 tropversipn Table

06



mention of conversion to the imperia1.yStem of measures:

This is by ftliberate.design, not because of oversight. The,

authors feel that many of the problems connected with the

teaching of the metric4system in the past have' arisen be-

cause of the attempt to combine an introduction tq the system

0
with the use of conversion tables. With young children, this

can be disastrous. The systems are differem6,

that thex should be.introduced separately.

4>

67

and it is. felt
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APPENDIX

Measuring with

the 10-Span Tape
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APPENDIX C

ESTIMO: A Game with

Metric Measurement

.



AsseNaling the Game

A dblored playing board has been included with this

booklet. 'Before play is initiated, the bo-ard should be

mounted on a rigig giece of material (e.g., cardboard or

plywood).

The game also requires:five. markers. Buttons, small

toy animals, geometric shapes, or any other small-objects

may be'used.

r-

4

4.

!±.1

iç

,

*
r Aotie coit

"

1

Estimo: Game parts

"Line cards" and "question card.s. escribed below)

will also need to be prepared.

fr
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Object of the Game,

Each player selects a marker. Markers are Advanced on

the board by correctly identifying lines of specified

lengths Pn the line cards. The first player to reach the

"End" space is declared the winner.

The Playing Board

The playing board contains 48 numbered spaces between

"Start" and "End." This includes 10 numbered'spaces that
_

are colored red: 5 and 6, 13 and 14, 25 and 26, .33 and 34,

and 40 and 41. The procedure to be followed when a&player

4

lands, on one of these red spaces will be described below in

the section entitled "Playing the Game."

Line Cards

There are'four different kinds of line 'cards. They

Should be placed in fourrseparate piles. Either 2, 3, ,y/Or

5 lines are drawn on each card. The KAater the num r of

lines on a card, the more difficult it is to answ r. But,

by correctly answering a more difficult card, player is

entitled advance more spaces.

"values" are as fdl1ows:

The'cards and their.

.

Card with 2 linesanswer correctly and advance
% 2 spaces.

Card with 3 lines--:answer correctly and advance
3 spaces.

/--"\Card with 4 lines-ganswer correct1y and advance
.4 spaces.

Card with 5 linetanpler correctly and advance
5 spaces.

A
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If a given line card is not answered correctly, the

player mustirove backlard the number of spaces indicated

above. (However, regardless of the number of spaces a

marker is to be moveebackward, it May be moved no further

backward than the "Start" space.)

The authors,made sets.of line cards at three different

devels of difficulty. The diffi9zllty was determined by the

relative lengthsof the lines An each card.. Examples are

illustrated in Figure 19. It is suggested that the teaCher

first make up a set of cards that is relatively easy for the

children to-ariswer. As the skill of the class develops,

;more difficult cards can be devised to replace the easier

ones.

69

Easiest

Fig..19--LineiCards of Varying
Difficulty

Mast Difficult

Question Cards

4The questions-on these cards are intended tO apply to

any of the line cards. At bottom of each card is a line

which is equal in length to the length of the ltift specified.
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Using this line, .the players can check their estimafes. An

example of a typical question card follows:

Which line is closjs+

+o cen+ime+res ?

,gcm

Fig. 20--Sample Question Card

Experience has demonstrated that tbe game proceeds fast-

er if one person takes the job of reading all the question

cards.

Playing the Game
4

The game id rec mmended for two to five players. Each

player selects a ma ker. Play can proceed in any previously

agreed upon order. d(The order might be determined by rolling

'dice guessing numbers'01 or any other convenient method.)

To begin, a playerdecides how difficult a line caid he

pants to try. He then t kes a card from the top of the
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appropriate pile. The questioner takes a card from the top

the question card-pile and reads it to the pdayer. (Both

line cards and question cards are place face dowm in their

respective piles.)

. Let us'assume,. for example,'that the4player chooses a

line card with four lines. This card might look like the one

shown in Figure 21. The question card selected might.ask

Fifg. 21-- ample Line Card

4

%
m to e timate "Which line is closest to 8 centimetres?"

theiplayer 4.s successful in sollecting the line closest to

8 cenfimetres, he must move forward four spaces, since he
,, 1

\

a four-line card. It is e mended that tAe

\uestioner serve as the fyialwautho ity vin determining

w Ither or not'an answer is correc
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It is possible that none of 'the four lines is exactly

8 centimetres long. sSuppose, for example, that rine B is

9 centimetres long and Line D is 7 centimetre6 long. In

this case, choosing either one of the lines would consti-

tute a correct answer since both are one centimete from'

the'rength specified (vjz., 8 centimetres);

If a player lands on any of the red spaces, he must

move his marker into the round space of the area called

the "Rabbit Cage" and wait until his next turn to try to

get out. To get out, the player must correctly answer his

next question. This question must

ld OI

be on a line card with

La vae of 4 Or 5 so that he can unt his way out as shown

in Figure 22.
#

The game continues with ei playerdbroceeding in turn

until the first erson reaches the "End" space. It is alsp

possible to cont nue play until additional players' have
. /

reached the "End" space..

an.



22--Counting Out of
a -Rabbit Cage
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HQW High?
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Exploring Perimeter.
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Name

me+res. Fill in +ke blanks.
o
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At'the conclusion of the activities described in this

, booklet, the authors administered the three Oorksheets in

this appendix, tasess what the children had learned. The
,

summary below illustrates some of the inforniaion'tt' might

be gained from such' an eValuation.

. The fir4t,twoworksheets deal with estimation. The

twelve children working on these sheets were given no measur-
. i

ing instruments. 4 g

%

Item i: Or4y one child had an accurate mental
cture of the length 6f.,a'10-centimetre

, gmpnt. .Xhree of 'the 'children th01-10t
that the 15-centimetre-egment_lEl.was-
10..cdritimetres 16ng. ,

Item 2: The tapes made by the children ranged
from 90. centimetres to 152 centimetres.
One child's tape was within 4 centi-
metres of a metre, but most of.the chil-
drenoverestimathd by a large amount.

Item 3: There were very mixed results for this
itfm. One child seemed to Came the
ability to estimatate closely the
length of segments less than 10 centi-
metres,' usually on the side of under-
estimation. (It appears that not enough
timo was spent in having the children

4, ''-'`---estimate lengths from 1 te 20 'centi-
, , metres%,) However, with 'one exception,

, most o *e errors in estimation,appeared,
'fall within the range expected for

children of this age. (It should be
4loted that, to aid in estimation, the
length of line C was given as 10 centi7
metres. The children were asked icyL.

guess the lengths of only lines A, B
. . D , and E . )

The last worksheet deals with both estimation and.

measurement. , A

.1

4.
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Item While the estimates of the width of the
"Lab" ranged from 5 metres to 20 metres,
the reported measures were accurate, for
the most part, within a 5% measurement
error (which may have been caused by the
rounding off of a fractional metre) . 10

Item The estimates of perimeter ranged from 5
to 30 centimetres; but, with the exception
of one child (who gdded a centimetre to
each side of the figure), all the children
were quite accurate in their reported
measures.

Item 6: Given a quarter-size tape, the children'
were asked first to make a full-size tape
and then to measure it. With one exception,
the children 'were accurate within one centi-
metre. The exception cape about because
one of the chirdren thoUght that there were
eight quarters in a whole.,

.*
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( I ) Which I ine is' 10 cm long?

the letter.

A

D.

I

Cut a pi ece 'of tape that you think

is 1 metre I ong.

Stop (.e the tape 'to this paper.



1 0

(3)Guess how long eaCh line, Is.

c

Name

Write your -guess in front of *the
letter.

3 It

10c..rn

0

'4

V

7

93
40'



"Name

(4) Width..of the Lab in hl.et.res.

Estimate

Veasure.

(5) Distance'around thif-s 'Ngure.

0

,

'Estimate

Measuro

(0 Look at the 1/4-size tape.b.elow.\.
Make a full-size tape and measure it.

Write your mea.sure here:

SO

S. 00
-

00 04 0

0.0,


